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SECTION4 

THE DECISION 
PROCESS 
r,;;;m o how does one decide where to 
l::.,l putthe spotlights? On many 
stages and in many auditoria there is 
not much choice: but, to make the best 
use of the positions available, it is 
necessary to start from an ideal and 
compromise that ideal to fit reality. By 
WHERE we mean where to put the light 
and where to point it. Traditional advice 
involves a lot of crossing of light beams 
- partly to help model/sculpture the 
actor by introducing a partially side
light angle and partly because lighting 
diagonally across a stage provides a 
bigger spread of light from each lamp: 
an important bonus when equipment is 
in short supply. But crossing the beams 
opens out the area lit and can cast 
excessive shadows on side wall or 
masking. And so, with spotlights 
becoming increasingly versatile as to 
beam width, there is every reason to 
consider using the traditionally 
discredited method of lighting the actor 
with light coming straight in from the 
front. Of course if this is the only light, 
yes it will be flat. (And if the available 
positions are so low that an actor 
shadow will be thrown on to the sky, 
then better to come diagonally -
priorities again!) But with the addition 
of some backlight ( even if it is nearly 
vertical) and some side light, the front
lit actors will come alive and the areas/ 
shadows brought more under control. 
There need not be precise side lighting 
for every area: it can often be quite 
general since it is frequently more 
important in the big wide areas than in 
smaller tighter areas (more important, 
that is, in priority terms!). 
In the examples shown here, the 
traditional crossing method has been 
used for the play, while the actors in the 
musical are lit 'flat frontal'. But it could 
be vice versa. Whichever way, the next 
stage in the planning is to establish 
where the lights go and where they 
point. 

TYPES OF LIGHT 
aving chosen where the lighting 
instruments are to be placed, 

how do we choose which type to use 
in each posit ion? Choice is complicated 
by lighting equipment being so robust 
that, in addition to the range in today's 
catalogue, many earlier models are still 
in use. However. lighting instruments 
group into families and it is convenient 
to consider our requirements in terms 
of what each family offers in terms of 
beam size, beam shape, and beam 
quality. 
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STAGE LIGHTING 
A GUIDE TO LIGHTING THE SMALLER SCALE PRODUCTION 

EXAMPLE PLAN FORA PLAY 
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W = Warm C = Cool N = Neutral 

EXAMPLE PLAN FOR 'IN THE 
ROUND' 
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EXAMPLE PLAN FOR A MUSICAL 
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FLOODS 
The beam size, shape and 
quality emitted by a flood is 
fixed: there are no adjusting 
knobs. The light is therefore 
suitable for lighting skys and 
cloths. It 1s not selective 
enough for lighting actors. 
Coda units may be single or 
grouped in 3s or 4s for colour 
mixing: they have a reflector 
which 1s specially designed to 
ensure an even wash over a 
large area from a short throw. 

SOFT SPOTS 
Prism Convex (PC) spots 
allow control of the beam 
size, and the b~am may be 
roughly shaped by a rotatable 
barndoor. The quality is even 
and soft-edged, with less light
spill outside the main beam 

than in the case of a fresnel. 
Fresnels have a very soft 
edge. The beam angle is 
adjustable and its shape 
roughly containable by a 4-leaf 
rotatable barndoor. The 
extent of the spill outside the 
main beam makes them 
unsuitable for longer throws, 
particularly from the 
auditorium. 

PROFILE SPOTS 
Profile spots give precise 
control of the beam. Shapes 
in all sizes can be produced by 
an iris diaphragm (for round 
edges)and shutters (for hard 
edges). For more complex 
shapes, speoal masks can be 
cut. Edge quality can be 
adjusted from very soft to 
very hard by moving the lens, 

For each area of our play we need two lights: one for each side 
of the actors' faces. When an area requires a full colour control 
of cool and warm, the number will double to four spots - a 
crossed pair in warm and a pair 1n cool. A spot bar immediately 
behind the proscenium arch will give a suitable angle for lighting 
the upstage areas. but for the downstage areas a position in the 
auditorium is necessary. Red and blue have been used to 
indicate warm and cool filters in the spots. Green indicates 
more neutral washes which have been added from back and 
sides. Not enough equipment? Well, do we really need all these 
areas? And so many of them with both warm and cool? (Back 
to priorities?) Or rather than a pair, we could use a single 
straight in - but if so, we must make it really straight in because 
a single crossing beam does not do much for the other side of 
the face! 

For staging 1n the round, light needs to come from all sides. And 
it should be evenly balanced to avoid favouring one segment of 
audience to an extent that 1s not really permissible in a staging 
form so democratic as theatre-in-the-round. To avoid hitting 
into audience eyes, light has to come from both within the 
acting area and from outside it. Angles can be closer to the 
vertical than in other forms of staging because the audience is 
closer to the actors and thus v1sibil1ty 1s 'easier'. 

In this musical the actors' visibility light is provided by spots in a 
neutral colour hitting straight in. The front areas are covered 
from the auditorium, the midstage areas from a bar just inside 
the proscenium, and the upstage areas from a midstage bar. If 
the stage is very wide, two or more lamps may be required for 
each area as indicated. Strong colour comes from near vertical 
backlights and medium colour from the wings ( on stands, 
booms or ladder-frames to be discussed under 'rigging'). 

Note: For clarity. these plans only include actor lights. The play 
would require light outside the window and on the door backings, 
while the musical is likely to need a colour mix for the backcloth 
and possibly specials for elements of scenery. 

while the quality of the whole 
beam can be textured by a 
metal pattern plate called a 
gobo. The number in the 
profile's name indicates the 
beam angle. 
Whereas standard profile 
spots have a fixed beam angle 
which is narrowed by 
shuttering, variable beam 
profiles use a pair of lenses 
whose differential movement 
gives a wide range of beam 
angles and edge qualities. The 
shutters are then only 
required for shaping. 
Adjustments are faster and 
more efficient use is made of 
the lamp's output The 
number in a variable profile's 
name indicates the range of 
available angles. 

BEAM LIGHTS 
Most lighting instruments 
produce a conical beam so 
that the spread widens as the 
throw increases. Beamlights 
use a parabolic reflector (and 
no lens) to produce a near 
parallel beam which is more 
intense than a lens spotlight of 
the same wattage. 
One of the most important 
developments of the past 
decade. The optics are within 
the glass envelope of the 
lamp. Various angles of a 
squashed near-parallel beam 
are available. The intensity 
produces a depth-enhancing 
haze in the air. So intense that 
effective with deep colours. 
The basis of all rock lighting. 

FOR SPOTLIGHTS SEE PAGES 34-41 


